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21st June Sunday Rune and Card Reading 

 

 

This week we are joined by the vibrant and extraordinary energy of three different plants. 

Reading no. 1 – Mint 

In the first reading we connect with the energy of Mint. 

Represented by the element of air and the planet Venus, Mint has been long known to carry 

many medicinal properties, however there is a little bit more to the energy of Mint.  

In terms of herbal magic, Mint is said to drive away evil spirits and repel negativity. It increases 

our personal strength and resilience and so is a source of empowerment, enabling us to 

overcome difficulties and restrictions, through the discovery of inner courage and strength. 

Mint is also carried to prevent bad luck and obstacles on our journey. 

 

Reading no. 2 - Fennel 

In our second reading we are joined by the energy of Fennel. 

This very beautiful herb is associated with the element of air and the planet Mercury. Carried 

within this combination, Fennel is said to support us in developing clear speaking. If you are 

needing to become eloquent and to convince someone, then this is the herb to carry. 

Fennel is said to strengthen our mind and our memory enabling us to hold onto information and 

draw upon it with clarity as and when it needs to be expressed. This is definitely a herb that gives 

us a voice. 

 

Reading no. 3 – Aloe 

In reading number three we are joined by the feminine energy of Aloe.  

This remarkable plant is known to have a significant number of healing qualities and has been 
used medicinally and in many natural beauty products. 

Connecting with the energy of both the Moon and Venus, Aloe is said to guard against accidents 
and misfortune, and to support any spells that are associated with love and beauty or call upon 
the lunar energy for support. 

What an amazing little plant to connect with on this day of the New Moon Eclipse in beautiful 
feminine cancer! 

 


